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An. in-wheel electric motor is an interesting and innovative configuration for an electric 
veh1~le, that compar:'d to c'.mtral motors offers benefits in the fi eld of space, control and 
efficiency. However, 1t also mcreases t he weight of t he unspruncr mass which results in a 
d~crease in vehicle ride com:ort and safety. In order to investigate t l1e severity of thes: 
d1sadvantage_s, on-road expenments a re performed with an ICE vehicle and simulations are 
~erformed w1th a ~odel rep~esent ing ~ battery electric vehicle. As the la rgest disadvantage 
1s founcl to be_ the 111cre~se 111 dynam1c wheel load, possible improvements using an active 
electromagnet1c suspens1on system a re investigatecl a lso. 

Topics / Vehide dynamics, Electric Vehicle, Hybrid Vehicle & Fuel Cell Vehicle, 
Suspension System & Steering System 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the electric vehicle has gainecl 
substantial interest as a possible solution to the en
vironmenta l and energy problems caused by the con
ventional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles. 
Within the class of electric vehicles, several propul
sion configurations can be adopted . One of the most 
popular configurations is the centralized motor drive 
with reduction gears and differentia l due to its sim
ilarity with existing systems. However, the in-wheel 
configurat ion, in which the drive motors are mounted 
inside the wheels, appears to be an interestino- and 
. . b 
111novat1ve configuration that offers several benefits 
compared to the centralized configuration. It gives 
the opportunity to provide torque to each wheel in
dependently, which offers significant potentia l to im
prove the vehicle stability. The transmission, drive 
shafts, differentials and supporting systems become 
redundant , resulting in a high overall vehicle effi
ciency. Moreover , more interior space is created due 
to the dense packaging. 

All t hese advantages lead to the fact that research 
:,vithin the field of in-wheel motor design and control 
1s performed extensively [1, 2, 3, 4]. Several com
panies are thereby engaged in the fabrication of in
wheel motors. For example, Michelin has designed 
the Active Wheel Drive in-wheel motor [5], Siemens 
has designed the eCorner [6] and Bridgestone has in
vented the Dynamic-Damping In-wheel rviotor [7]. 

However, in-wheel motors do have one major dis
advantage: they increase the vehicle unsprung mass. 

This results in a decrease in ride comfort and road 
holding capability (safety) and in an increase in sus
pension travel. Although t his disadvantage is of
ten briefty notecl in many papers, extensive research 
within t his specific field has not been reported in the 
?pen litera~ure. Since passenger comfort and safety 
1s an ever mcreasing demand in the automotive in
dust.ry, the knowledge of t he severity of the disadvan
tages wil! play an important part in the successful 
implementation of in-wheel motors in fu t ure electric 
vehicles. 

Therefore, t he goal is to investigate the severity 
of the negative effects of an increased unspruncr mass 
with a main focus on the ride comfort . To this end '. 
on-road experiments a re performed using an ICE ve
hicle and simulations are performed with a va lidatecl 
model. The model is furt her employed to investi
gate the negative effects in a battery electric vehicle 
(BEV) and to investigate possible improvements in 
ride comfort and safety using an active suspension 
system. 

The experiments and simulat ions are performed 
by adding 15 kg to each individual wheel to emulate 
t he mass of the in-wheel motors. This results from 
t he assumpt ion t hat the vehicle will be equipped with 
in-wheel motors with a combined cont inuous power 
of ?O ~ W and a specific motor output of 1 K w / kg, 
wh1ch 1s considered to be an appropriate guideline 
for permanent magnet brushless DC motors [8]. 

The paper is organized as follows. The experi
mental setup is introduced first . Hereafter, informa-
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tion about the simulation model is given, followed by 
the description of the model validation. The model 
is then used to investigate the negative effects of an 
increased unsprung mass in a BEV and to analyse 
the possible improvement in ride comfort and safety 
using an active electromagnetic suspension system. 

2. Experimental setup 

The experiments are performed using a VW Lupo 
3L. This vehicle is currently being converted into 
a BEV at the Eindhoven U niversity of Technology 
(TU / e) to gain practical experience in the field of 
electric vehicles. The experiments with the origi
nal ICE vehicle are conducted with three configura
tions: the unmodified configuration, a configuration 
with an increased unsprung mass at the front, and 
a configuration with an increased unsprung mass at 
the rear. In this paper, these configurations will be 
addressed by 'baseline', 'iw-front' and 'iw-rear', re
spectively. To emulate the stator and rotor of the 
in-wheel motors, the vehicle is modified by attaching 
a stationary part to the suspension system and a ro
tating part directly to the wheels. Both parts have 
a mass of 7.5 kg. As example, the iw-front modifica
tion is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1: Vehicle front suspension modification to em
ulate the in-wheel motors. 

The test vehicle is equipped with a GPS module 
to determine the traveled route and forward velocity, 
with five acceleration sensors and with one dual-axis 
gyro sensor, all connected to a dSpace data acqui
sition system. The sensors, placed in the vehicle as 
shown in Fig. 2, measure the following signals during 
the experiments: 

• Sensor 1: longitudinal, lateral and vertical ac
celeration of the chassis 

• Sensors 2 and 3: vertical acceleration of the 
front and rear wheel 

• Sensors 4 and 5: vertical acceleration of the 
top of the suspension spring at the front and 
rear 

• Sensor 6: roll and pitch velocity of the chassis 

The dynamic wheel load and suspension travel 
are not measured during the experiments. The mea
surements are performed twice on four different road 
surface types with ascending severity: smooth as
phalt, highway, cobblestones and Belgian blocks. An 
impression of these roads is provided in Fig.3. These 
four road types are all found on open road in the 

front view rear view 

Fig. 2: Sensor placement. 

neighborhood of Eindhoven. The vehicle forward ve
locity is 50 km/h on all roads, except for the 120 
km/h on the highway. To minimize the influence of 
the vibrational disturbances of the engine, all results 
are evaluated up to the engine's first disturbance fre
quency of 20 Hz (at 50 km/h). 

Fig. 3: Impression of the different road types. 

The experimental results will be assessed paral
lel to the validation of the simulation model. The 
simulation model is therefore described first. 

3. Vehicle model 

In order to investigate the severity of the negative 
effects of the increase in unsprung mass in a BEV, 
simulations are performed with the multi-body tool
box Matlab/SimMechanics using a full-car model as 
illustrated in Fig. 4. It consists of four unsprung 
bodies connected to a sprung body by a vertical 
spring-damper system. The sprung body has 6 de
grees of freedom (longitudinal, lateral, vertical, roll, 
pitch, yaw) and each corner module has one vertical 
degree of freedom. Each unsprung body is connected 
to the MF-Swift 6.1.0 tyre model as developed by 
TNO Automotive. In this model, the tyre forces and 
moments are described by the Magie Formula. Fur
thermore, the model contains an anti-roll bar at the 
front and at the rear. 

Fig. 4: Full-car simulation model. 
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The input parameters of the model are provided 
in Table 1. These parameters are all derived from the 
VW Lupo 3L to represent this vehicle as accurate as 
possible. The track width and wheelbase are pro
vided by the manufacturer. The total vehicle mass, 
mass distribution, stiffness of the anti-roll bars, the 
spring and damper characteristics of the front and 
rear suspension systems and the tyre parameters are 
all established by measurements. The height of the 
center of gravity and the inertia of the vehicle are 
estimated based on the rules of thumb according to 
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
database. 

The road profile height used as input in the si
mulations is a measured road profile, which is scaled 
such that it mimics the severity of each of the four 
experimental roads. 

Table 1: Parameters of the VW Lupo 3L. 
Definition 

Track width 

Vehicle rnass unloaded 

Cargo 

Distance CG to front wheels 

Distance CG to rear wheels 

Stiffness anti-roll bar front 

Stiffness anti-roll bar rear 

Height of CG 

Moment of inertia x-axis 

l\1ornent of inertia y-axis 

Moment of i11ertia z-axis 

Syrnbol 

w 

m 

111c 

(L 

b 

Cq,J 

Ccj)r 

h 
f x.r 

f yy 

f zz 

Value 

1.425 m 

880 kg 

150 kg 

0.892 m 

1.429 111 

1800 Nm/rad 

800 Nm/rad 

0.55 rn 

290 kgrn2 

1120 kgm 2 

1250 kgm 2 

4. Experimental and simulation results 

In this section, the experimental and simulation 
results are assessed on the basis of the passengers ride 
(dis)comfort. This ride (dis)comfort during driving 
can be assessed by the overall ride comfort index, 
calculated by: 

(1) 

with ax, ay and a 2 the frequency weighted 1 root 
mean square (RMS) value of the longitudinal, lateral 
and vertical accelerations, respectively. A reduction 
of this value of 5 to 10% is usually considered to be 
a respectable improvement [9]. 

Before the assessment is performed, two exami
nations have to be carried out. First, the repeata
bility of each measurement is investigated. It bas 
been found that the differences in the overall ride 
comfort index between two repeated measurements 
are below 5% for all roads, except for on the smooth 
asphalt. On this road the results can differ up to 
30%, and therefore these results have to be handled 
carefully. Second, the measured eigenfrequencies of 
the wheels are employed to determine the weight of 
the unsprung mass. Since the eigenfrequency of both 
the front and rear wheels are found at a relative high 

1 On the basis of ISO 2631:1997 and BS 6841:1987 guide
lines 

frequency of 18.5 Hz, the unsprung mass at the front 
and rear are approximated to have a relatively low 
value of 35 kg each. This low mass results especially 
from the light weight of the magnesium rims: one 
rim and tyre together weigh only 9.5 kg. Proof of the 
location of this eigenfrequency and the similarity be
tween experimental and simulation results using this 
approximation are shown in the power spectra! den
sity (PSD) plot in Fig. 5. Only at frequencies below 
1 Hz and above 30 Hz small differences exists, which 
are caused by the difference in road input. Due to 
the added weight of 15 kg to each unsprung mass, the 
eigenfrequency of the wheel shifts to 13.5 Hz. This 
result is also reproduced by the simulations. 

-Measurcm~·nt 
, - Simula1it1n 

10· 

JO 

10 
1 

10° 10
1 

Fr1·qw1w\· lllzl 

Fig. 5: PSD of the vertical acceleration of the front 
wheels. (50 km/h, Belgian blocks) 

Next, the vertical accelerations of the chassis found 
by experiments and simulations are investigated and 
compared with each other in the frequency domain. 
An example of the results found on Belgian blocks is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

100 
-Mcasurcmcnt 

;10 

JO' 
10 

1 
10° 10

1 

Fr,·q)l('ll(·\·lllz l 

Fig. 6: PSD of the vertical acceleration of the chassis. 
(50 km/h, Belgian blocks) 

This figure indicates that there is a high similar
ity between the experimental and simulation results 
up to at least the valuation frequency of 20 Hz. Both 
results thereby show both the eigenfrequency of the 
sprung and unsprung bodies as well as the effect of 
wheelbase filtering at around the same frequencies. 
The differences in magnitude of these locations are 
due to differences in vehicle parameters, differences 
in the suspension system and due to the fact that 
drive train components are not modeled. The small 
difference in locations of the peaks and null points 
are due to differences in the vehicle forward veloc
ity. The differences visible above 20 Hz are probably 
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due to the difference in road input and due to the 
fact that the first bending mode of the vehicle is not 
taken into account in the vehicle model. The similar
ity of the accelerations of the chassis in longitudinal 
and lateral direction between the experiments and 
measurements, although not shown in this paper, are 
less good than the vertical accelerations. The differ
ences are probably due to small accelerations and 
de-accelerations and lateral movements during cor
nering and traffic avoidance maneuvers during the 
experiments. However, around the frequency area of 
importance for the ride comfort, between 1 and 2 Hz, 
they do look similar. 

The absolute values of the overall ride comfort 
index found by experiments and simulations for all 
three configurations and for the specified roads are 
provided in Fig. 7 and in Table 2. The relative dif
ferences between the configurations are also provided 
in this table. 

It can be concluded that in-wheel motors do in
deed result in an increase in overall ride comfort in
dex and thus in a deterioration of the ride comfort. 
Both the experimental and simulation results show 
that this negative effect is clearly more severe for 
the iw-front than for the iw-rear. Overall , t he neg
ative effects increase as t he severity of the road is 
increased. 

Based on these results, it can be concluded that 
front or rear in-wheel motors will definitely be per
ceptible for the vehicle occupations on cobblestones 
and Belgian blocks. These conclusions also comply 
with the subjective feelings of the driver and passen
ger during the experiments: on cobblestones and es
pecially on Belgian blocks the presence of the masses 
were definitely perceptible. The increase in unsprung 
mass at the front was experienced to be the worst. 

Experime.uts 

d: ~... 111 1111 

in -~-.~:"·"·~.. 111 
Smooth asphalt H1ghw'R'oad t~~~blestones Belgian blocks 

Fig. 7: Overall ride comfort index. 

The vertical accelerations of the front and rear 
wheels of the three configurations found by experi
ments and simulations are displayed in Fig. 8. The 
experimental results clearly show that the increase 
in unsprung mass results in an increase in the ver
tical accelerations of the wheels. This increase in 
acceleration is higher for the iw-rear than for the iw
front, which is probably since the rear suspension is 
less stiff and less damped than the front suspension. 
Although the absolute values and the relative differ
ences between configurations as found by simulations 

do not exactly match the experimental results, the 
simulations are able to predict the accelerations of 
the wheels and to give an approximation of the ef
fects of in-wheel motors on the accelerations of t he 
wheels. 

Expt '.rilrn·11t s 

fr911t ;°i,J~ 
lro11t wltPPI 

n ·nr w l)<-iel 
1·1..•u l' Wllt,tl 

Sim11lat io11s 

;;-- JO· 1' I = r.r. 
0 ------i ..ê.20 
~~ 1 
8 :eö 10 
.;:es 

o--r=='--------aJ..---i. ~~--~ ~~-~ 
Smooth asphalt Highway Cobblcstoncs Bclgian blocks 

Road t,vpl' 

Fig. 8: Vertical accelerations of the wheels. 

According to the results described above it can 
be concluded that, although the relative differences 
found by simulations do not exactly match those 
found by experiments , the simulations are able to 
give a fair approximation of the effect of in-wheel 
motors on the vehicle ride comfort. The basic sim
ulation model is thus validated and can be used for 
fu rther investigations. Taking t his into account , the 
model is used to give an idea of the magnitude of t he 
dynamic wheel load (dFz) and suspension travel (dz) 
on different roads, as these are not measured during 
the experiments. The results are shown in Fig. 9. 

5. Battery electric vehicle 

To t his point, all investigations are performed on 
the basis of an ICE vehicle. However, by the con
version of the ICE Lupo 31 into a BEV, the vehicle 
unloaded mass is increased with 160 kg to 1040 kg 
and the weight distribution is shifted from 62/38 to 
55 / 45. These changes are caused by the placement 
of battery packs with a combined energy of 27 kWh , 
weighing 273 kg in particular. 

This change in mass, weight distribution and in
ertia has an effect on the ride comfort index, dynamic 

Table 2: Overall ride comfort index of t he three con
figurations. 

Baseline lw-front Iw-rear 

road type Uoverall {RMS) d ifference difference 

Experiments 

Smooth aspha lt 0.099 [m/s2 ] +13 .4% + 31.3% 
Highway 0.402 [m/ s2 ] +8.8% +1.1 % 
Cobblestones 0.611 [m/ s2 ] + 14.7% +7.8% 

Belgian blocks 1.142 [m/ s2] +25.5% +5.9% 

Simulations 

Smooth aspha lt 0.078 [m/s2 ] +11.0% +6.6% 

Highway 0. 370 [m/s2 ] +7. 7% +2.5% 

Cobblestones 0.570 [m/s2 ] +9 .6% +6.8% 
Belgian blocks 1.132 [m/s2 ] +1 1.5% +8.0% 
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Fig. 9: Dynamic wheel load and suspension travel. 

wheel load and suspension travel. This effect is dis
played in Table 3 for the Belgian blocks. On this 
road, the ride of the BEV becomes around 14% more 
comforta ble than the baseline ICE vehicle, while the 
dynamic wheel load and suspension travel only in
crease slightly. 

The increase in comfort of 14% due to the con
version, provides more room to deal with the neg
at ive effects of the in-wheel motors. Therefore, the 
influence of in-wheel motors in a BEV on the ride 
comfort , dynamic wheel load and suspension travel 
are determined for the configurations with in-wheel 
motors in the front (BEV-front) , in-wheel motors in 
the rear (BEV-rear) and in-wheel motors in a ll four 
wheels (BEV-four). In the case of the BEV-four, 
only 7.5 kg is added to each wheel. The results are 
demonstrated in Fig. 10. The relative differences of 
these configurations compared to the baseline ICE 
vehicle are provided in Table 3. 

l lt::~•s:i!:· i ~ 1 • . \ \ 'l'l"a:,:P 

OK ■■■ 

:12 

X = 
~ -=- Il, 111 

Baseline 

()y4•rall rid, · ,·0111fort i111kx (H\I S) 

- --0_\"lllllllic wh41•I load ( n \ JS) 

••• 1.1 .11 111 

111 111 .11 111 
BEV BEV frnnt BEV n:ar BEV fom 

Fig. 10: Influence of in-whcel motors. (50 km/ h, 
Belgian blocks) 

Ta ble 3· Influence of vehicle modifications 
llovera ll dF'z dz 

Baseline 1.132 m/ s2 796 N 10.6 mm 

BEV - 13. 7% +2 . 1% +5. 7% 

BEV-front - l. 5% +20.2% +7.5% 

BEV-rear -6.3% +21.2% +8.5% 

BEV-four -5.6% +22.7% +8.5% 

From these resu lts , it can be concluded that the 
ride comfort index increases in particular for the iw
front, as is a lso the case as found for the ICE vehicle. 

However, it can be seen that this increase does not 
lead to a less comfortable drive compared to the base
line ICE vehicle. Unfortunately, the dynamic wheel 
load does increase significantly. The average wheel 
load , as stated in Table 3, increases with around 
20%, which means that the dynarnic wheel load of 
the wheels equ ipped with in-wheel motors increase 
with a.round 40% for the BEV-front and BEV-rear. 

Simulation results show that the suspension sys
tern as implemented in the real Lupo 31 can be con
sidered to be optimized, even for the BEV. This 
means that modification of the suspension param
eters does not lead to a significant reduction of the 
dynamic wheel load . Changing the tyre pressure or 
using a dynamic vibration absorber are a lso found to 
work insufficient. For more information the reader is 
referred to [10]. Because of these reasons, possible 
improvements using an active suspension system are 
explored and described next. 

6. Active suspension control 

The possible improvements by an active suspen
sion system are investigated based on the use of an 
elertromagnetic system that is current ly being de
signed by Gysen et al. at the depart.ment of Elec
trical Engineering at the TU/e [11]. This system 
consists of a brushless tubu lar permanent magnet ac
tuator in parallel with a conventional coil spring. 

The system is able to supply forces but can also 
regenerate energy when it works in damper mode to 
absorb road vibrations. The amount of force it can 
supply or regenerate has been found to be 755 
using a 2-D finite element analysis. To guarantee a 
safe ride when power breakdown occurs, t he system 
also has a certain amount of passive damping. In 
the investigation performed in t his paper , the passive 
darnping is 900 Ns/m. 

The system is controlled using a semi-active and 
active control approach. In this paper only the active 
approach is described. For more information about 
the serni-active approach t he reader is referred to 
[10] . The control technique uscd attempts to merge 
the performance benefits of the skyhook and ground
hook control and is known as hybrid control [12]. The 
force that is delivered by this contro ller is given by: 

F 1i = a F_,ky + (1 - a)Fgnd (2) 

with a the relative ratio between the skyhook force 
F sky a nd the groundhook force Fgnd· By changing 
the value of a, the control policy amplifies either 
skyhook or groundhook control. In the case of active 
control, the skyhook and groundhook forces are given 
by: 

F sky = - d sky · is 

Fgnd = -dgnd · Za 

(3) 

(4) 

with d sky and dgnd the skyhook and groundhook 
damping constant , respectively, and is and Za the 
vertical velocity of the sprung and unsprung mass, 
res pecti vel y. 

The ride comfort index, dynamic wheel load and 
suspension travel are determined for an a ranging 
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between O and 1. The value of the skyhook and 
groundhook damper are chosen such that the lowest 
ride comfort index is found when only pure skyhook 
control is considered ( a = 1) and the lowest dynamic 
wheel load is found when only pure groundhook con
trol is considered (o: = 0). The dynamic wheel load 
versus the ride comfort index, and the suspension 
travel versus ride comfort index are given in Fig. 11 
a and b, respectively. The values found for the BEV
front are also implemented in the figures by vertical 
and horizontal lines for clarity of the possible im
provements. Assuming that an improvement in one 

aa;:1.75~
1 

--~, - --

Jl. 1 

BEV.fn>nt 

~l,75,-

1 
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(b) Suspension travel 
versus ride comfort index 

Fig. 11: Performance of the active controller. 
(50 km/h, Belgian blocks) 

area is not accompanied with a deterioration in an 
other area, either the ride comfort index can be re
duced with about 10% or the dynamic wheel load can 
be reduced with about 7%. The suspension travel is 
decreased with respect to the BEV-front. 

Without the above assumption it is possible to 
decrease the dynamic wheel load with about 18% or 
to decrease the ride comfort index with about 45%, 
just by changing the value o:. Though, this is accom
panied by an increase in ride comfort index of 40% 
or an increase in dynamic wheel load of 38%, respec
tively. Nevertheless, the first setting can for example 
be used to enhance the vehicle behavior during cor
nering and the second setting can be used to enhance 
the comfort during straight driving. 

Similar results can be found with the semi-active 
control approach, though it is less able to emphasize 
one specific aspect like comfort or dynamic wheel 
load. 

Overall it can be concluded that, since the dy
namic wheel load can only be decreased with merely 
18%, the hybrid controller is not sufficient enough to 
diminish the increase in dynamic wheel load caused 
by the in-wheel motors. Therefore, other control ap
proaches may have to be investigated. 

Since the available energy in a BEV is scarce, 
an active suspension system should only be placed if 
it does not consume a lot of energy. Taking into ac
count the charge/discharge efficiency of the batteries 
and the bi-directional inverter and the energy losses 
due to copper losses, it is calculated that one system 
on average uses around 15 W on Belgian blocks. For 
less severe roads, the amount of power consumption 
is even less. Hence, the system does not consume 
a lot of energy and may be a feasible solution for a 
BEV. 

14 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the influence of in-wheel motors on 
the ride comfort of vehicles has been presented. 

Experiments on open road with an ICE vehicle 
showed that motors in the front wheels decrease the 
ride comfort between 10% and 25%, depending on 
the severity of the road. Motors in the rear wheels 
decrease the ride comfort only between 1 % and 8%. 

Using a validated model, it is shown that due 
to the placement of heavy battery packs, the ride 
comfort of a BEV is 14% increased with respect to an 
ICE vehicle. The dynamic wheel load and suspension 
travel increase only slightly. A 160 kg heavier BEV 
with in-wheel motors has the same ride comfort as 
the original ICE vehicle. However, the motors do 
increase the dynamic wheel load up to 40%. 

An active hybrid controlled electromagnetic sus
pension system is able to diminish the dynamic wheel 
load from 40% to around 20%. Since this is not 
enough to guarantee the safety of the vehicle, other 
control approaches have to be investigated. 
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